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A relatively simple method is given for frndvlg the f'lo%~ 
conhhons m the prommity of blade rows when the variataon on whirl or 
tangential velo01Qf is known. The radial variatxms in ati veloolty 
that would be attavnea sn radssl equllabrium are first estimated USa 

the radial equilibrium equations and then modified to allow for the 
interference effeat of the adjacent blade rrws on the axial velocity 
distribution between the blade rows. 

The second part of the paper gives some solutions to the radial 
equilibrium equations for a useful general variation ~TI wbl velocity. 
This variataon gives constant radial work rotors and inaludes the free 
vortex and constant reaction designs as parta.cuLar solutaons. 

The combinataon of these results gives a design method which 
should be usefil m the design of axial compressors. 

Notation 

cu 

CX 

u 

AW 

Tangential or whirl velocaty 

Axial volcclty 

Peripheral velocity 

Rotor Work 

A 
cu, + GUa --------- + I - ‘Rea&,io-qf 

2u 

x Dxstance from actuator diso (always po5itlve) 

1 Blade height 

r Non-dimenslmal rackas referred to the m.Gl-radius 

a km Urn 

AW 
b -se 

2% 

P Total pressure 

P Statio pressure 

P Density 
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Blade length to axisl width, agpect ratio 

Subscripts 

Ccntiticns far ahead nf the entry guxde vanes 

Ccndit~cns far doxnstream of entry ylde vanes and far 
upstream of the rotor roars 

1 Ccnditmns far dwnstream of the rotor rows and far 
upstream of the stator rms 

00 Ccndrticns ahead of entry guide vanes 

01 Conditions bstween ontry @de vanes and the rotnr row 

oa Condzticns betxiee31 the rotor rows and the stator xws 

m Ccndztions at mid-ra&us 

E,R and S Refer to values of x measured from entry guide vane, 
rotor and stator actuator discs respectively. 

Introduction 

It hasbeen shown in Refs. 1 and 2 that radial equilibrium 
is not set up close to blade rows and that a more accurate estimate of 
the conditions can be obtained by uzing an Actuator Disc Theory. It 
appears from the literature on the subject (Refs. 3, 4 and 5) that the 
numerical solutions in particular oases using the Actuatcz Diso Theory 
are time ccnsumjng. However, for design purposes the problem may be 
slmplxfzed. so that little mere is requx.d Once the radial eqdbrium 
solutions have been cbtamed. 

Part1 

Actuator Disc w 

In general., radial equilibrium is not set up close to a blade 
row in an axial turbo-machine and Ref. 3 shows that at sn actuator diso 
replaorng the bla& rev (i.e., where the discontinuity in whirl or 
tangential velocity 1s said to occur), the axial velocity is apprqclmately 
the ar~tbmd5.a mean of the upstream and damstream values at infinity and 
that radial equdibrium ccna;Lticns are apprcaohed exponentially on each 
side of the &so. 

The ads.1 velocity at a distance x from an isolated actuator 
disc in incompressible flow, is, 

c, = cq + 
( 

C_“L?2 )e-“/” upstream of the disc 
2 

sna 

dmmstresm of the disc 

where/ 
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= &al velocities at infinity upstream and dmnstream of the 
diso (i.e., the "radisl equilibrium" solutions am-responding 
to the wkirl velocity distrilxltion) 

1 = blade height 

k = oonstsnt, a Cm&ion of the hub/tip ratio (k $ z). 

The contitlons near several actuator disos are obtained by . . superposltlon of the effects of the radzial flew field from each disc. 
Thus for the simplest case of a angle stage oonpressor of three rows, 
the axlsl velocity ~stnbwix.ons are:- 

E&men Entry hide Vanes (E.G.V.) and the Rotor Row 

. . . (la) 

Between the Rotor Row and the Stator Rm 

C XOP = 
c,, - (2$2) ($%d” + e-%y _ (““’ ; ?z)-mdl 

. . . (2a) 

For the more ocmplioated case of a compressor of more than one stage it 
can be shmm that:- 

Between Stator Rows (or E.G.V.s.) and Rotor Rows 

cxgi = cx, 

Between Rotor Rows and Stator Rows 

These expressions for the multi-stage compressor can be simpliried if it 
is assmed that the aspent ratio and blade height are the same for all 
stages. This assumption is reasonable since the series converges rapid&. 

Ta/ 

c 
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Then:- 

. . . (lc) 

where pu is a ticticn of the aspect ratio and the number nfblade rows 
(except E.G.V. row) upstream of the point ocmsidered and Pa in the same 
function of the number of downstream blade rcws. p 1s plotted in Fig. 1 
where 

r=n 
p = 1 + rplq-' 

fcr n blade rows, upstream or dcwnstre&. 
1 

lj& p = -------I- - 
wrn (1 + e- xb) 

In the rk.ddle stage of a dti-stage compressor the E.G.V. 
interference is negligible and @u = Pa = P,. Then:- 

cxs = GC1 + ( 
cx, - cx, 
-----r--- 

2 > ( @co 
.-sh + edl 

> 
. . . (Id) 

. . . Pa) 

where p oorrespcnds toan idkite number of blade rows. co 
In the above expressions it has been assumed that Cxl and 

Cxa are the same for sll blnde rows, \ihlch m&ht be inaccurate. In 
cases where the ccn&ticns are varying through a ccmpressw expression 
(lb) and (Zb), vvlth the fkncticn (C,, - Cx,)/2 included. in the 
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rows upstream or downstream) so that it is quite reasonable to assume 
that p = 1, 2..e., that tifo adjacent actuator discs need Only be 

considered. p falls rap* at aspect ratios exceedang this value 2nd 
all the rws should bc allowed for. 

Position of the Actuator Disc 

Experimental data at present available suggest that the 
actuator &LSOS should be plaoed at the centre of pressure of the blade 
row, i.e., at apprcxinmtely l/3 chord from the leading edge at design 
conditions. It should be noted that in the above equations x, the 
&stance from the point considered to the actuator disc, is alrays 
positive. 

Fart II 

The equations in Fart I of this note apply to the solution of 
the flow in a turbo machine for q general variation in whirl velocity 
and the corresponding "radial equilibrium" solutions for &al velocity 
distributions. In Dart II a particular variation of whirl velocity is 
ccmsidered end the "radial equilibrium" solution is obtained. Such 
solutions may then be used in Equations (1) and (2) to give the axial. 
velocities betwen the rows,~snd the air engle hstribution. 

Whirl Velccitv Variation 

If It, 1s assumed that the rotor work is to be constant radially, 

AW = U (Cu, - Cul) = Constant 

i.e., 

. ..(3) 

. ..(4) 

The reaction of the stage is else of interest and a symbol 

C + cua cu + cu 
1 = ui --.--_---- 3 --i----a = : 1 - Reaction . ..(5) 

2u zru, 

may be defLned where h ww.ld be exactly equal to (1 - Reaction) if 
the axial velocity across the blade row at any radius were unohan&ed. 
Then eliminating fYcm (4) snl (5) t!x follcwing expressions are 
obtained:- 

and 

AW 
% = rhu, + ---I 

2rUm 
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where h is a tictim of ndiw. 

If 

rh = x,,p 

then 

a 
-- = r-1 
kll 

and 

also 

1 &lw 

-( > 

b 
V-D = - 

x 2um 72 
(WY) 

giving the follai5ng expressions for whirl velocity:- 

% 
= d-12 

r 

b 
C 

Us 
zz 37.J + - 

r 

. ..(8) 

. ..(P) 

l ..(lO) 

. ..(n) 

. ..(12) 

where a = &JJ,,, and b = --. 
2% 

The variation in X is governed by the index n. From 
equation (8) h is constant when n = 1 giving approximately 'constant 
reaotmnl twist, and 'free vortex' twist OCDUTS when n = -1. Another 
interesting blade twist is obtained when n = 0 and has bem termed 
'exponential' blading u1 Ref. 7, and results m approximately constant 
mlet engle to the stator row. 

Radial Equilibrium Solutions for Use in Equations (1) and (21 

The mdisl equi.kbrium equatzon - 

1 dp C,' 
- I = --- 
P& r 
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can be written as 

I aP cua au GC - mm = --- + c, --- + c, --- 
P ar r ti ar 

which gives the follcw&g differential squatlon when the t&al pressum 
' 1s constant across the annulus:- 

cup ac, dc, 
--- + r& --- + f& --- = 0 

r ar dr 

The solution when C, = d' -+ b/r is 

($j = 1 - 2(;-j(n + 1) [ (r2" - 1) *(-&)~)(P1 - I)] . ..(13) 

Table I gives aetnils of the 'exp,cr.ential' snd 'constant reaction' blade 
Cmists. An evle 1s gzven in the Appendix where the mdial equilibrlm 
solution for a 'constant reaction' aesip has beon usea in conjunction 
with the actuator &so equations to cbtam the axial velocitxs and air 
angles for a particular stage design. The results of these calculations 
are given in Figs. 2 and 3. The functions $ and 4, whxh are usefil ' 
in design, am plotted in Fig. 4. 

Comments 

The largest differences between the design air angles obtamed 
from radial equilibrmm theory and actuator CYLSO theories ocow at the 
outside radius md w amount to about a degree in the case of the 
lexpmentsal' twist, but are larger for 'constant reaction' twmt. In 
the exmple given 5n Appsnclix I the chvlge m sx&l. velocity aornss the 
rotor is apprecmble, yxving rise to large interference effects, and tha 
axial velocity distributions given by the actuator disc equatiws diffm 
oo?wderahly from the raaidl equ.ilibIlum values except ahead of the fxrst 
stake rotors (Fig. 1). Them may be a c,onsiderable gradient of work rvlth 
r-a&us for stages of closely spaced blade ram designed using the mdial 
equilibr~u;n theory. 

From the equations for C,, and Cxa given in Table 1, the 
differeme between the atial wlocztles is greatest when (approximately) 

and 

ia5 (12 ’ )I is greatest (for the *exponential' designs) I \r 

ab lager ! is greatest (for the 'constant reaction' designs) 

i.e., when X&W is large aa r = ----------- is mxhm or mm-. 
mean radius Thus/ 
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Thus the interfermce cffccts are likely to be most important 
in a stage of low hub/tip ratio and hagh stage-temperature rise 
(neglecting reactim). With ccnwntvxsl blade loadings however, a los 
hub/tip ratio stage has a low temperature rise and a high hub/tip ratio 
stage has a high temperature rise so that interf'orenoe effects are 
largely independent of hub/tip ratio. 

The expression for whorl velocity and atidal velocity for an 
inccxnpressible flew turbine are stiilar to those for a compressor. 
Using compressor notation, i.e., that wInr1 velooity is positive in the 
direction of rotation, the whirl and axial velocity variations for radial 
equilibrium theory before a turbine rotor'correspond to those after 
the rotor for a ocsrpressor and vice versa, 

= ar" + b/r and Cua = am - b/r . 
i.e., for a turbine 

% 

The actuator diso equations are unaltered sotit the 
mterference effects for a turbine are generally inuch larger than for 
a oompressor because of the larger work per stage snd for most practical 
oases would be a maxiraum for a 'ccnstsnt reaction' impulse turbine. 
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I Appendix 

Em&z - 

To fmd the axial velocity distribution and a~ angles for a 
compressor stage of closely spaced blades having the follming design 
details. 

AT = 1yc Kid-radius reactmn = 6% 

Tip speed = 1000 ft/seo h = 0.4 

Blade aspeot ratio Z/o = 3.5 Avemke axialveloolty = 525 ft/seo 

Hub/tip ratio = 0.4 Blade kmt = Constant reaction 

hssumbg hub/tip is constant through the stage and also the 
average -1 wloc~ty is that at n+d. radius. 

Radial Equ?.librim Solution 

From Table 1 

0 = Xi 

( ) 

a =r 
m-m = 1 - 2 n-w 

Owni ( )I 
(P-l)-2 ‘1 lo&r 

%I, - 0 a 

% 
1 

( ) 

a a- 
---w = 1 .a 2 --mm 

c-a ( )i 
(2 -1) +2 (;)loger] 

%Q - 

Where 

Ad @'QT 10,820 x 13 
b = -mm = ---,..m = ---e--m = lc!sJ 

2u,ll 2&l 2 x 700 

then 

. ..(a) 

. ..(b) 

2 (G2Ij = 2 (2Yj = 0.57 ana 2 (i) = 2; = 0.715 

Radius/ 



(cl 

(a) 

Radius root 

r 0.57 

(9 -1) -0.675 

loge r -0.56 

2 (b/a) log, r -0.40 

Difference (c)-(d) -0.275 

fY~m (b) I.270 

% 

% 
C Xl - Go --------- 

2 

c, - & 
--a ----- 2 

564 

666 

19.5 

51.0 
n 
L 

Actuator Disc Effects - 

Usmg equations (lo), (2c), (Id) and 
the aspect ratio is yeater than 2.0. 

(2d) from Appendix I as 

The actuator discs are assumed to be situated at l/3 chord 
from leading edge. Then ne&lect5ng the effect of stagger:- 

x x 0 
- from leading edge = - x - = 
1 0 1 

mid 

1 .o 

tlP 

1.43 

1.04 

0.358 

0.256 

0.784 

0.745 

1.296 

0.51 

525 392 

525 268 

-66.5 

-62.0 

0.33 
= 0.095 : 0 

-0.095x 
---- = 0.74 
3.5 

x 0.66 
- from trailing edge = ---- = 0.19 '. e-Q.19x = 0.55 
1 3.5 

First Stage of Multistage Cc&kssor 

Between E.G.V.s ‘and Rotors (Equation (1~)) 

(A) GXi 564 525 392 

pu = o;@d = 0.71 from Pig. 4 

(B)/ 
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(i-3) 0.71 
cx, - cxl -------e- ,-T=R/l 27 - -33 

2 

%i 
= (A) + (B) - (C) 580 525 393 

BeMoen Rotors and Stators (Equkion (20)l 

(D) X2 666 525 268 

4, = 1.0; Pa = 0.71; then @,e'qil + Pdmdl - 0.550 + 0.525 

(E) q.075 (o"-$) 55 - -67 

(F) 

(  

% -  %‘) e-dl 
-m-m--- 

2 
6 - -20 

%2 = (D) - (E) - (F) 605 525 

Middle Stages of Multistage Conwessor 

Between Stators and Rotors (Equation (Id)1 

355 

(G) % 564 525 '392 

p = 0.3 thercifore 0.71 (e 41 + e-E/') = 0.71 x 1.29 
= 0.92 

- 
(H) ---mm-.. cxi > 47 - -57 

2 

cxsR = (G) + (H) 611 525 335 
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Between Rotors and Stators (Equation (Zd)) 

(1) %a 666 

- 
(J) 0.92 % ------..- cx, > 47 

2 

G xRS = (1) - (J) 619 

%~%a I.105 

%d%l,, 1.15 

CX&G$ 1.165 

CXp#~ 1 .I80 

Air Angles 

First Stwe 

sr 160 

b/r 175 

cul = w.- - b/r -15 

%X2 = a?? + a/r 335 

%l 580 

U/% oi 0.690 

tan = a, CuJ% 
01 

-0.025 

tsn a, = u/c,,I 7 tan a, 0.715 

% 011 I 605i 

U/C, oa 0.661 

tan a = 3 cu,/cxo, 0.554 

525 

525 

1 .o 

1 .o 

1 .o 

1 .o 

280 

100 

180 

525 

I.336 

0.343 

0.993 

525 

1.3% 

0.724 

268 

-57 

325 

0.75 

0.676 

0.64 

0.62 

400 

70 

330 

470 

393 

2.540 

o.fQo 

1.700 

355 

2.820 

I.325 
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tan a, = 'T/cx"a - tan a3 0.107 0.612 1.499 

a0 -1.4 19.0 40.0 

a* 35.6 44.8 59.6 

aa 6.1 31.5 56.3 

aa 29.0 35.9 53.0 

The air angles are shovm graphically in Fig. 2. It should be noted that 
a, L3 greater than a, at the outside rackus if a radial equilibrium 
solutions is assumed. 
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Fig. 2. Axial Velocity Distributions for the Example. 
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Fig.3. Air Angles for the Example 
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Fig. 4. Radial Equllibrlum Functions 
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